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Like the mechanisms of action as adjuvants, the pharmacodynamics of injected forms of aluminum commonly
used in vaccines are not well-characterized, particularly with respect to how diﬀerences in schedules impact
accumulation and how factors such as genetics and environmental inﬂuences on detoxiﬁcation inﬂuence
clearance. Previous modeling eﬀorts are based on very little empirical data, with the model by Priest based on
whole-body clearance rates estimated from a study involving a single human subject. In this analysis, we explore
the expected acute exposures and longer-term whole-body accumulation/clearance across three vaccination
schedules: the current US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) schedule, the current CDC schedule
using low aluminum or no aluminum vaccines, and Dr. Paul Thomas’ “Vaccine Friendly Plan” schedule. We then
study the eﬀects of an implicit assumption of the Priest model on whether clearance dynamics from successive
doses are inﬂuenced by the current level of aluminum or modeled by the assumption that a new dose has its own
whole-body dynamics “reset” on the day of injection. We model two additional factors: variation (deﬁciency) in
aluminum detoxiﬁcation, and a factor added to the Priest equation to model the potential impact of aluminum
itself on cellular and whole-body detoxiﬁcation. These explorations are compared to a previously estimated
pediatric dose limit (PDL) of whole-body aluminum exposure and provide a new statistic: %alumTox, the (expected) percentage of days (or weeks) an infant is in aluminum toxicity, reﬂecting chronic toxicity. We show that
among three schedules, the CDC schedule results in the highest %alumTox regardless of model assumptions, and
the Vaccine Friendly Plan schedule, which avoids > 1 ACV per oﬃce visit results in the lowest (expected) %
alumTox. These results are conservative, as the MSL is derived from data used by FDA to estimate safety of
aluminum in adult humans. These results demonstrate high potential utility of modeling variation in patient
responses to aluminum. More empirical data from individuals who are suspected of being intolerant of aluminum from vaccines, evidenced by high aluminum retention, neurodevelopmental disorders and/or a myriad of
chronic illnesses would help answer questions on whether the model predictions can be used to estimate
parameter values tied to genetic factors including genomic sequence variation and family history of chronic
illnesses tied to aluminum exposure.

1. Introduction
Aluminum compounds used in some vaccines include aluminum
oxyhydroxide and aluminum hydroxyphosphate. Aluminum compounds are added speciﬁcally to provoke an immune response and
therefore improve the ability of the vaccine to stimulate immunity. The
precise mechanisms of aluminum as an adjuvant are not well characterized, but they induce a myriad localized cellular and systemic

immunologic eﬀects ([1]; 25,932,368) including Th2-skewed shortterm response ([51], 20,132; 23,335,921) as opposed to a balanced
Th1/Th2 long-term reaction ([2]; 9,627,130). Presented possibilities of
mechanisms include cellular eﬀects and molecular-level eﬀects. Cellular eﬀects include humoral antigen targeting ([1]; 25,932,368), cell
death leading to cytokine release ([3]; 19,734,227) and macrophage
activation ([4]; 27,139,352). Molecular pathway eﬀects include activation of both the Complement System and the Alternative Pathway

Abbreviations: ACVs, Aluminum-containing vaccines; CDC, US Centers for Disease Control; CFR, Code of Federal Regulations (US); ER-stress, Endoplasmic reticulum
stress; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; PDL, Pediatric Dose Limit; MSL, Minimum Safe Level; %alumTox, A measure of the chronic toxicity of aluminum
(whole body)
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most aluminum retained in the body of infants comes from vaccinations
combined with the levels of exposure from other exposures to manifest
health risks from total exposure, making the timing and total aluminum
content of diﬀerent vaccine schedules an important consideration. In
this study, we explore the eﬀects of diﬀerent dose schedules, reﬂecting
three diﬀerent vaccination schedules, on aluminum retained fractions.
We also study the eﬀects of an important model construction assumption reﬂecting the eﬀects of previous aluminum exposures on ﬁrst-day
clearance, genetic variation in clearance rates, and the potential impact
of aluminum impairment on its own detoxiﬁcation on the expected
retained fraction in the body over time. We represent the results as the
number of days a child can be expected to experience aluminum body
burdens (i.e., the entire amount of aluminum present in the body) that
exceed proposed safe levels of exposure in the ﬁrst two years of life and
emphasize the expected chronic toxicity in the ﬁrst seven months of
life.

including generation of anaphylatoxins ([5]; 24,040,248). At the tissue
level, non-speciﬁc necrosis, apoptosis and a depot eﬀect at the site of
injection can occur ([57]; 23183095, [6]10837642, [7]; 17114826). A
more recently proposed mechanism is that alterations of antigen and
non-antigen protein shape in aluminum-intoxicated cells is associated
with ER stress and the unfolded protein response(Lyons-Weiler, 2018
doi: 10.4172/2165–7890.1000224).
While aluminum content in some vaccinations may be necessary to
enable these vaccinations to trigger immunity, total exposure to injected aluminum is also an important health consideration. Aluminum
oxyhydroxide is currently allowed to be used in vaccines with per-dose
limits that are body-weight independent. It may be used up to 25 μg/L
in large-volume parenteral drug products (FDA; 21 CFR 201.323), and
up to 1250 μg/single dose, depending on calculation method (FDA;
Table 6; 21 CFR 610.15), “provided that data demonstrating that the
amount of aluminum used is safe and necessary to produce the intended
eﬀect are submitted to and approved by the Director, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research or the Director, Center for Drug Evaluation and Research” (FDA; 21 CFR 610.15). This regulation apparently does not, but perhaps should, apply to individual vaccine oﬃce
visits to consider cumulative doses from multiple vaccines received at
one time. The inexact regulatory modus operandi of employing per-dose
aluminum limits that are independent of body weight are problematic,
because the CDC schedule permits many vaccines per oﬃce visit (and
thus per day).
Aluminum in the body has been cited as a likely contributing factor
to both autoimmune conditions and other chronic illnesses ([8,9],
31,059,838; [10], 29,307,441; [11]; 27,908,630, [12]; 25,506,338).
Person-to-person variation in whole body clearance rates due to genetics and environmental factors has been under-studied. Studies of
human plasma or blood clearance rates ([13];15,152,306) oﬀer little
useful information to toxicology, for the known mechanisms of toxicity
of aluminum are intracellular and are thus intra-tissue. Thus, rapid
serum or blood clearance rates can be misleadingly reassuring when
considering chronic or even acute toxicity of aluminum injected with
vaccines. Aluminum in many forms has been long suspected of playing
a role in Alzheimer’s disease ([14]; 26,494,454) and is supported by
studies showing disease symptom reduction from ingestion of siliconrich mineral waters ([15]; 22,976,072). “Tagging” of aluminum released by detoxiﬁcation with compounds in chlorella and spirulina
([16]; 7,687,764; [17]s; 23,986,974) may be essential to allow removal
by the liver, and to prevent “detox-retox” that occurs when aluminum is
freed from cell death, redistributed and deposited via resequestration
within and among tissues in the body.
Medically, proper organ, cellular and body aluminum detoxiﬁcation
appears to be of ever-increasing importance: Aluminum has been found
in the brains of patients with Parkinson’s Disease ([18]; 29,189,118;
[19]), Alzheimer’s disease (Mizra et al., 2017; 28,159,219), epilepsy
([20]; 31,208,130), and autism ([21]; 29,413,113). Evidence is
growing that a host of chronic illnesses of unknown cause that are
diﬃcult to diagnose such as PANDAS/PANS([22]; 25,150,567; [23],
29,309,797), chronic fatigue syndrome ([24]; 31,394,725) may at least
in part be due to vaccine aluminum intolerance ([10]; [9], 31,059,838;
Crepeaux et al., 2018; 29525002, Crepeux et al., 2017; 27,908,630;
[12]; 25,506,338).
Aluminum compounds occur naturally in the environment and in
food, but very little ingested aluminum is absorbed through the intestines. Total aluminum exposure is aﬀected by the aluminum amount
in individual vaccines and the timing of repeated vaccinations in the
ﬁrst two years of life. Dórea and Marques [25] (2009;20,010,978)
compared the expected levels of aluminum uptake into the body from
intravenous and oral intake and concluded that human infants have
higher exposure to aluminum from vaccination than from food, water,
and formula. Our calculations (Appendix) conﬁrm that for the CDC
schedule, infants up to six months of life receive most of their metabolically available aluminum from vaccines. It should be expected that

2. Methods
This study considers three schedules: (A) the CDC schedule for
2019, (B) a CDC that we modiﬁed schedule speciﬁcally choosing low
dose aluminum for DTaP and no aluminum for Hib vaccines, and (C)
the schedule from Dr. Paul Thomas’ “Vaccine-Friendly Plan” (VFP;
[26]). The Vaccine Friendly Plan also chooses low dose aluminum for
DTaP and no aluminum for Hib vaccinations as the modiﬁed CDC
schedule, but delays HepB and HepA vaccinations. No aluminum Hib is
given at the same time as either low dose aluminum DTaP or PVC13.
Only one aluminum containing vaccine is given at a time with the
Vaccine Friendly Plan schedule. The dosage and timing of all three
schedules are summarized in Table 1.
Minimum safe levels (MSLs) for aluminum (in the form of aluminum
oxyhydroxide, aluminum phosphate, or aluminum potassium sulfate)
are equivalent to the Pediatric Dose Limit estimated by Lyons-Weiler
and Ricketson (29,773,196), based on the FDA’s limit of 850 μg of
aluminum per dose for adults. Assuming an average adult weight of
60 kg and using Clark’s rule (cited in Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson) leads
to a target “safe” limit of 14.2 μg of aluminum per kg of body weight as
a way of calculating a body weight-adjusted Pediatric Dose Limit (PDL:
Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson, 29,773,196); Fig. 1. This curve, derived by
Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson, is the only available dose limit for human
infants that considers body weight. As a limit, it attends to the cumulative dosage and body burden from any source if the values are known.
This target limit per body weight was used along with weight distributions across the population to estimate a minimum safe level (MSL)
of aluminum exposure as a function of a child’s age and weight percentile. All of the methods, data sources computations used to derive
Fig. 1 are available in Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [27].
None of the individual vaccines violates the guidance of a maximum
of 850 μg of aluminum for an adult (Table 1). However, because of
multiple vaccines typically given together at 2, 4, and 6 months, the
CDC schedule violates this limit even assuming an adult weight ([27];
29,773,196). Adjusting the safe dose limit based on a child’s weight at
these ages therefore results in doses that far exceed the estimated safe
limit of acute toxicity (Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson, 29,773,196).
A limitation of the previous study ([27]; 29,773,196) was that it did
not consider chronic toxicity due to accumulation. The Priest study of
2004 (15,152,306) made repeated measurements of retained aluminum
over a 12-year period of a single adult volunteer after a single injection
with citrate solution containing 26Al and a small study of a further six
adult male subjects over a shorter period of time ([28]; 7,576,820). The
resulting model may be limited because citrate solutions are not used in
vaccination and the studies involved adults rather than infants. This
could be especially important for infants, especially neonatal infants,
because a high percentage of them have underdeveloped renal function.
With these caveats, Priest suggested that the fraction of injected aluminum retained in the body a given number of days after a dose can be
2
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Table 1
Aluminum Microgram Doses in the 2019 CDC Schedule, a Modiﬁed CDC Schedule, and the Vaccine Friendly Plan schedule.
Age
(Months)

Birth
2

3
4

5
6

7
12

18

CDC 2019 Schedule

Modiﬁed CDC Schedule

Vaccine Friendly Plan

Vaccine
(Al μg)

Total Dose (μg)

Vaccine
(Al μg)

Total Dose (μg)

Vaccine
(Al μg)

Total Dose (μg)

HepB (250)
HepB (250)
DTaP (625)
Hib (225)
PVC13 (125)
None
DTaP (625)
Hib (225)
PVC13 (125)
None
HepB (250)
DTaP (625)
PVC13 (125)
None
Hib (225)
PVC13 (125)
HepA (250)
DTaP (625)
HepA (250)
Total(μg)

250
1225

Hep B(250)
Hep B(250)
Low Al DTaP (330)
ActHib (0)
PVC13 (125)
None
LowAl DTaP (330)
ActHib (0)
PVC13 (125)
None
HepB(250)
LowAl DTaP(330)
PVC13 (125)
None
ActHib (0)
PVC13 (125)
HepA(250)
LowAl DTaP (330)
HepA (250)
Total

250
705

None
Low aluminum DTap(330)
ActHib (0)

0
330

0
455

PVC13 (125)
Low aluminum DTap(330)
ActHib (0)

125
330

0
705

PVC13 (125)
Low aluminum DTap(330)
ActHib (0)

125
330

0
375

PVC13 (125)
ActHib(0)
PVC13 (125)

125
125

580

LowAl DTaP(330)

330

3070

Total

1820

0
975

0
1000

0
600

875
4925

modeled as:
% Retained Al = (1-E)/Days

n

Table 2
Aluminum retention modeled by Priest’s equation.

(1)

where E = % of aluminum eliminated in ﬁrst day after dose (E = 65 %
in Priest ﬁt), and n = time constant (n = 0.32 in Priest ﬁt).
The Priest model only considered excretion from urine, leaving out
the percentage of excretion from feces, sweat, hair and nails. They also
used a form of aluminum citrate, not used in vaccines [54]. Nevertheless, with these ﬁtting parameters, the Priest equation estimates the
retained fraction of a dose over two years showing signiﬁcant retention
over time (Table 2).
As shown in Table 2, this model estimates that three days after an
injected dose of aluminum oxyhydroxide the body will still retain 25 %
of the original injected aluminum.
Andress et al. [48] (3,807,961) showed that ¼ of aluminum introduced via dialysis was present at two weeks. Priest et al. (7,779,460)

Days from Dose

% Aluminum Retained

0
1
2
3
7
1
3
6
1
2

100%
35 %
28 %
25 %
19 %
12 %
8%
7%
5%
4%

Months
Months
Months
Year
Years

Fig. 1. FDA Adult aluminum per dose limit scaled to child’s weight (Clark’s Rule) following Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [27].
3
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The CDC schedule crosses the recommended limit of aluminum for
an adult by recommending multiple vaccinations containing aluminum
being delivered together. Note that on all days of injection the safe limit
for a child is exceeded for all three schedules; this points to acute
toxicity Fig. 2.
All of these schedules greatly exceed the weight-adjusted limit for
aluminum from Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson (29773196). The CDC
schedule has the largest violation at 15.9 times the recommended safe
level. This occurs at 2 months, when four recommended vaccinations
containing aluminum are simultaneously administered. In addition,
modeling the time to clear aluminum from the body using Priest’s
equation estimates that for this schedule a child will be over the safe
level of aluminum in the body for 149 days from birth to 7 months,
constituting about 70 % of days in this period (Fig. 3). This points to
chronic toxicity. Over the ﬁrst two years of life, days over the estimated
limit are estimated as 176 days or 24 % of the days in this period. The
modiﬁed CDC schedule assumes the same vaccinations at the same
times as the CDC schedule, but like the Vaccine Friendly Plan it assumes
a lower dose aluminum DTap vaccine, and also combines the ActHib
(containing no Al) with low aluminum DTap or PVC13 so that the
aluminum adjuvant in the aluminum containing vaccine (ACV) activates an immune response for the ActHib vaccine. This drops the
maximum level of exposure to about 60 % of the original CDC plan with
(from 15.9 to 9.3) and drops days above the estimated safe limit in the
ﬁrst 7 months from 70 % of days to 26 % and in the ﬁrst 2 years from 24
% of days to 8 %. The Vaccine Friendly Plan schedule skips some
vaccinations in the ﬁrst two years (like HepB) and avoids giving more
than two vaccinations containing aluminum together. The VFP thus
further limits maximum exposure to approximately 25 % of the original
CDC schedule (from 15.9 to 4.2) and drops days above the estimate
limit in the ﬁrst seven months from 70 % of days to 5 % and in the ﬁrst
two years from 24 % of days to 2 %.
These results can be made illustrative by calculating “time spent in
toxicity” (%alumTox); i.e., the percentage of days of each week an infant spends with a body burden that exceeds the minimum safe level
(MSL, aka, pediatric dose limit) curve proposed by Lyons-Weiler and
Ricketson [27]. These three expected results (Fig. 4) demonstrate that
the CDC schedule results in the highest percentage of time over the MSL
(3A); the CDC schedule using lower dose aluminum vaccines follows
with a signiﬁcant reduction in time spent in toxicity (3B); and the
Vaccine Friendly Plan schedule results in even further reduction of time
spent in toxicity (3C).
Using the diﬀerent estimated safe limits based on what percentile of
the population an infant’s weight falls into can show how the same
three schedules might have diﬀerent impacts on diﬀerent children
merely because they were above or below median weight (Table 7).

Table 3
Short Retention Model Exposure for the three schedules.
Short Retention Model
Exposure

CDC
Schedule

Modiﬁed CDC
Schedule

Vaccine Friendly
Plan

Max Exposure vs Scaled
Limit
% Days Over Limit Birth to 7
months
% Days Over Limit Birth to 2
years

x15.9

x9.3

x4.2

70 %

26 %

5%

24 %

8%

2%

showed the half-life of that aluminum present at 2 weeks was 7 years,
concluded that aluminum had a biological half-life of 7 years, and that
accumulation (i.e., a “progressively increasing internal deposit”) must
be expected. Thus, in a schedule dense with aluminum-containing
vaccines (ACVs), accumulation can be expected, leading to the possibility of chronic illness and impaired neurodevelopment due to chronic
toxicity. There are no good data available on how the retention of
subsequent doses of aluminum is impacted by aluminum already in the
body. One possibility is that the body’s clearing of aluminum is impacted only by the total aluminum after a new dose, in which case the
Priest equation can be applied to the total aluminum with each new
dose resetting the rate at which aluminum is being cleared. Another
possibility is that there is a slowing of the rate of aluminum clearing
over time. Aluminum remaining in the body months after an injected
dose is aluminum that has settled in tissue, and the body clears aluminum from those deposits very slowly, especially from the brain.
Under this assumption, the immediate rate that aluminum is cleared
from the body shortly after exposure is therefore likely only mildly
aﬀected by the addition of new aluminum from a subsequent dose. This
analysis presents both short- and long-retention results that model
aluminum clearing rates reset with each new dose or the clearing of
each dose being independent of all the others Table 3.
We know little about whether aluminum doses impact their own
whole-body (not serum) clearance, however it is known that aluminum
induces ER stress and the unfolded protein response, and this has been
identiﬁed as plausible mechanisms of Al-induced autoimmunity and
detoxiﬁcation
deﬁciency
(doi
Lyons-Weiler,
10.4172/
2165–7890.1000224). There appears to be variation in the ability of
humans to detoxify environmental toxins related to neurodegenerative
disorders [29] Table 4.
We further explore factors such as genetic deﬁciency in aluminum
clearance, which may be expected in some families, and discuss how to
model the possibility that, for some individuals, aluminum body burden
itself may contribute to detoxiﬁcation deﬁciency.

3.2. Model 2 – long retention

3. Results

Another factor to consider is how the Priest equation is best applied
to multiple doses. The results in Model 1 assume a “short retention”
behavior; i.e., that each new dose resets the rate at which aluminum is
cleared from body for the entire current aluminum body burden. If the
clearing of aluminum is mainly driven by the total amount in the body,
this is a reasonable model. However, if aluminum is more diﬃcult to
clear from some tissues in the body relative to others, then the decreasing rate at which aluminum clears from the body is not solely due
to decreasing concentration over time. Instead it is also impacted by
where the aluminum remaining from each dose is currently stored. In
adults, a new inﬂux of aluminum from the next vaccination-level dose
might not have much immediate impact on aluminum already stored in
the brain or bones. In the extreme, each dose of aluminum would clear
at the same rate over the same time regardless of what aluminum doses
came previously or thereafter. Model 2, the “long retention” model,
makes this assumption by modeling each aluminum dose independently
of all the others. This changes signiﬁcantly what total aluminum

3.1. Model 1 – short retention
Applying Priest’s equation to the diﬀerent schedules allows us to
estimate the total aluminum in the body at diﬀerent ages compared to
the body-weight scaled safe limit (Fig. 2).
Table 4
Short Retention Model Exposure comparing body weight.
Short Retention
Model Exposure

Weight
Percentile

CDC
Schedule

Modiﬁed CDC
Schedule

Vaccine
Friendly Plan

Max Exposure vs
Scaled Limit

95 %
50 %
5%
95 %
50 %
5%

x13.0
x15.9
x19.6
18 %
24 %
31 %

x7.6
x9.3
x11.4
5%
8%
13 %

x3.4
x4.2
x5.2
1%
2%
2%

% days of ﬁrst
2 years over safe
limit

4
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Fig. 2. Aluminum Content in Body over First Two Years for Three Vaccine Schedules.

Fig. 3. Percent Days Over aluminum Limit (%alumTox) Birth to 7 Months and 2 Years.

of aluminum with cellular and organ damage expected to be in proportion to per-organ dose (μg/kg) and duration of exposure per organ
or tissue. Our modiﬁcation of Priest’s model in Model 1 and Model 2
does not speciﬁcally address this aspect of per-body weight increased
toxicity, and thus our treatment is optimistic (biased toward underestimating accumulation).
In Fig. 5, the dotted lines show the expected aluminum in the body
from the dose in the CDC schedule and the Vaccine Friendly Plan, assuming the short retention model, as was for previous Figures and tables. The solid lines show the additive eﬀects to both schedules assuming the long retention model. This shows how old aluminum is
accumulating faster than the body can clear and the baseline level of
aluminum in the body before each new dose is steadily increasing over
the ﬁrst two years. Whether this is a more accurate representation of
aluminum in the body or not is not clear since the data collected for
Priest’s original paper did not measure the eﬀects of multiple doses

accumulation is expected over time from multiple doses (Fig. 5). Given
Priest’s model, higher concentrations of aluminum in the body should
in general drive faster clearing rates, but aluminum retained from
previous doses will tend to be stored in harder-to clear-tissues, including the brain.
The CDC Pediatric schedule, however, is applied to infants, children
and teens. Both Model 1 and Model are expected to overly optimistic
compared to reality due to body weight diﬀerences between adults and
infants. In fact, Priest's clearance levels may not have approached toxic
levels in the adults studied, which is why they imply rapid clearance
rates at high initial doses. This may cause one to expect that at even
higher doses per body weight in infants, that the fastest clearance rates
would occur at high doses. However, with increasing body burden at
low body weight, the toxicity of aluminum in all tissues would increase.
At the intracellular level, this means impairment of mitochondria, ER
stress, impairment of Golgi apparati, leading to reduced clearance rates
5
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Fig. 4. Comparison of %alumTox (days spent over the PDL) for the three schedules for a median body weight male infant. In the ﬁrst six months of life, the total
expected % of days in each week spent in toxicity were CDC: 24 %, Modiﬁed CDC: 8 %, Vaccine Friendly Plan: 2 %. The diﬀerences among these results reﬂect
diﬀerences in chronic toxicity per schedule.

Table 5
Schedule Comparison vs for Short and Long Retention Models.
%alumTox
Over First
Two Years
Short vs Long
Retention
Exposure

Table 6
Schedule Comparison vs aluminum Limit for Typical and “Slow” Al.

Weight %

Al Retention
Assumption

CDC
Schedule

Modiﬁed
CDC
Schedule

Vaccine
Friendly
Plan

95 %

Short
Long
Short
Long
Short
Long

18
92
24
93
31
93

5%
30 %
8%
63 %
13 %
93 %

1%
3%
2%
9%
2%
19 %

50 %
5%

%
%
%
%
%
%

%alumTox
Over First
Two Years
Typical vs
Slow
Elimination

Weight %

Al Clearing
Assumption

CDC
Schedule

Modiﬁed
CDC
Schedule

Vaccine
Friendly
Plan

95 %

Typical
Slow
Typical
Slow
Typical
Slow

18
57
24
66
31
81

5%
30 %
8%
42 %
13 %
56 %

1%
6%
2%
10 %
2%
15 %

50 %
5%

spaced in time. If it is, current understanding of accumulation of aluminum due to the CDC schedule is incorrect. Comparing days of exposure for the short and long retention models shows this behavior
reveals a critical assumption (Table 5).

%
%
%
%
%
%

If we assume this volunteer was typical in his ability to clear aluminum
from the body, it is reasonable to wonder if some children because of
genetic factors might clear aluminum at a slower rate than average.
Mathematically, this simply means that diﬀerent individuals may be
best modeled by using diﬀerent values for the E (excretion) parameter
in Priest equation. We can modify the ﬁtting parameters used in Priest’s
equation to try and model how a vaccine schedule might impact children with a reduced ability to clear aluminum by assuming some of the
population might clear aluminum at only half the typical rate which

3.3. Model 3 – impact of genetic variance in aluminum clearance
In Priest’s original analysis, the study followed a single adult volunteer over 12 years to estimate how aluminum is retained in the body.
6
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Table 7
Expected %alumTox, First Two Years of Life, Across Three Schedules With and Without Slowdown.
%alumTox Over First Two Years Modeled with and without elimination
slowdown

Weight%

Al impact on clearing rate

CDC Schedule

Modiﬁed CDC Schedule

Vaccine Friendly Plan

95 %

No slowdown
With slowdown
No slowdown
With slowdown
No slowdown
With slowdown

18
45
24
52
31
59

5%
15 %
8%
23 %
13 %
35 %

1
2
2
2
2
4

50 %
5%

%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%

model diﬀerent children, it has been speculated that for at least some
individuals the body’s ability to clear aluminum might be slowed by
previous exposure to aluminum. This would be modeled by making the
E parameter a function of the level of aluminum currently in the body.
Model 3 estimated the impact on individuals for whom genetic factors
make the value of E (measuring their ability to eliminate aluminum)
lower than typical. In Model 4, we consider how the Priest equation
might be modiﬁed to show the impact on individuals who have a typical ability to eliminate aluminum without the presence of aluminum
already in their body, but who show a reduced elimination ability for
subsequent doses because of aluminum induced detoxiﬁcation deﬁciency. This can be modeled by modifying the Priest equation to include
a slowdown factor (S) as shown in Eq (2):

would correspond to an E parameter of 30 %. Reproducing the method
1 result (assuming short retention) while assuming a rate of clearing
aluminum at one half of typical demonstrates expected variation among
schedules (Fig. 6).
The typical vaccination schedule puts doses close enough together
in time that children with signiﬁcantly reduced ability to clear aluminum would in fact see meaningfully higher levels during much of
their ﬁrst two years of life as a result (Fig. 6). Comparing the typical
exposure and the exposure of this subpopulation shows variation
among the schedules (Table 7).
Because the aluminum dosage is the same regardless of how well
aluminum is cleared from the body, the maximum exposure vs the recommended limit does not change signiﬁcantly based on diﬀerent assumptions about aluminum retention. However, days over the scaled
limit do change dramatically. For a median weight child, the CDC
schedule changes from 24 % of days in the ﬁrst two years over the
recommended limit for a typical child to 66 % if aluminum is cleared at
only half the normal rate. The Modiﬁed CDC Schedule and Vaccine
Friendly Plan likewise see large increases in days over the estimated
limit although remaining signiﬁcantly below the total days of the CDC
schedule. How large a subpopulation that would clear aluminum in this
fashion is not known, but these simple equations imply variation across
the population in aluminum detoxiﬁcation ability could easily lead
some children to high aluminum exposure over many more days than a
typical child.

% Retained aluminum = (1-E/S)/Daysn

(2)

A slowdown factor based on the current level of aluminum in the
body can be based on a ratio (R) of the level of aluminum at the time of
a new dose vs the estimated safe limit of aluminum, and writing the
slowdown factor (S) from Eq (2) as:

S = 1+f×R

(3)

A value of the ﬁtting parameter f can be chosen to give an expected
impact to aluminum retention for a given level of previous exposure.
For example, we could assume already being at twice the safe limit
(R = 2) when receiving a new dose causes the rate of elimination to be
cut in half compared to someone with no exposure. We ﬁnd that this is
true when we assume f = 0.58. The impact of this assumption on expected fraction of aluminum retained in the body over time is quite
signiﬁcant (Fig. 7):

3.4. Model 4 – impact of aluminum-induced detoxiﬁcation deﬁciency
In addition to likely variation in the value of E that would best

Fig. 5. Long retention vs short retention models accumulation of Al.
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Fig. 6. Aluminum for diﬀerent schedules with “slow” aluminum clearing.

simple equations show that this in an important factor in eﬀorts to
assess and understand the relative safety of diﬀerent schedules Fig. 8

The impact of this assumed slowdown to the estimated aluminum in
the body for the CDC schedule shows increased retention relative to
patient model that assumes average aluminum clearance (Fig. 7).
Because the aluminum dosage is the same regardless of how well
aluminum is cleared from the body, the maximum exposure vs the recommended limit does not change based on diﬀerent assumptions
about aluminum retention. Biology (genetics) however may place some
individuals at a risk of higher chronic toxicity. Days over the scaled
limit do change dramatically in response to such assumptions. The CDC
schedule changes from 24 % of days in the ﬁrst two years over the
recommended limit for a median weight child to 52 % if aluminum
clears at only half the normal rate when a child receiving a new dose is
already at double the safe aluminum limit. The Modiﬁed CDC schedule
and Vaccine Friendly Plan likewise result in large increases in days over
the estimated limit although remaining signiﬁcantly below the total
days of the CDC schedule. How quantitatively aluminum in the body
impacts the body’s ability to clear aluminum is not known, but these

4. Discussion
Under our modeled conditions, the highest expected %alumTox
would occur in low birth- or bodyweight infants with a genetic or environmental detoxiﬁcation deﬁciency, such as those born to low-income mothers or who are malnourished (59 % of days in toxicity, CDC
Schedule, 5th percentile bodyweight, with slowdown; Table 7). Factors
such as birthweight and gestational age should therefore not be used as
confounders in epidemiological studies of the role of vaccines but
should, instead, be used as co-risk factors.
An important question these results raise is how to best judge a
"safe" level of exposure to aluminum. Estimates of aluminum exposure
and retention are not useful without some safe limit to compare against.
Links between aluminum and various disorders would make it

Fig. 7. Expected aluminum retention from a single dose with and without assumed slowdown.
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Fig. 8. Slowdown model results in higher retention and increased expected toxicity.

the body, variation in aluminum clearing rates across the population
and whether aluminum itself could impact the body’s ability to clear
toxins.
Our approach used the weight-adjusted PDL inferred by LyonsWeiler and Ricketson as an MSL, which is based on the FDA’s assumption that 850 μg of aluminum is safe for an adult of 150 kg. This
assumption is known to be dubious because it is based on the study of
ingested forms of aluminum in adult mice, not injected forms on aluminum in infant mice or humans. The entire provenance of the determination of 850 μg “safety” in adults was reviewed in detail by
Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [27]. Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson also lamented the lack of any safe level data relevant to humans at all beyond
the 4–5 mcg/kg/day limit posted by the FDA [30] for individuals with
renal dysfunction. Infants in the neonatal unit very often have limited
renal function, and yet FDA allows HepB vaccination - with 250 μg of
aluminum oxyhydroxide - on day 1 of life if an infant is > 2 kg in mass.
Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson never used the 4–5 μg/kg/day as a reference point for statistical hypothesis testing, but their analysis suggested that if a bodyweight- adjusted μg/kg/day safe level exists on day
1 of life, it is exceeded by vaccination of even median-weight infants.
However, because the FDA determination that 850 μg/kg/day is safe for
adults was spurious, the PDL used by Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson itself
is only a frame of reference level. Finally, our results represent the 50th
percentile body weight in the US population; clearly individuals with
lower body weight will have corresponding shifts in chronic toxicity
reﬂected by larger percentage of days in each week spent in whole-body
toxic levels of aluminum (%alumTox).
Despite these uncertainties, the results of our study suggest that by
adjusting the vaccinations given and/or spacing out vaccinations containing aluminum in time, the number of days at high aluminum levels
can be signiﬁcantly impacted, and that chronic aluminum toxicity is a
possibility for some individuals, depending on body weight and genetics. The aluminum dose for diﬀerent vaccines, how they are spaced
in time, the weight of the child receiving them, and genetic variants
that may limit ability to clear aluminum all appear to be important
considerations in determining a safer vaccination schedule. The original
Priest et al. (2004; 15,152,306) analysis examined the eﬀects of a single
dose but did not consider genetic variation in aluminum clearance rates
and appears to have made a “reset” assumption of successive doses.
Empirical studies of whole-body clearance in individuals who may
reasonably be expected to have high risk of diseases and disorders

unwarranted to assume that there is a level of aluminum which is
universally “safe”, and the impact of oral and injected exposure have
been demonstrated to vary, with normal absorption of only a tiny
percentage of ingested forms of aluminum. The FDA has recommended
limiting injected doses for adults to 850 μg. This level reﬂects the
minimum amount considered required to induce an immune response
in adults. Standard medical dosing practices and toxicological principles would mandate scaling this limit based on weight to calculate
doses for children, assuming that safe dose levels are diﬀerent for a
60 kg adult compared to a 3 kg newborn. Even if all the individual
vaccines in a proposed schedule meet this weight-adjusted limit, administration of multiple aluminum-containing vaccines in a single day
could easily exceed a recommended safe limit which considers body
weight.
This study has focused on the whole-body retention of aluminum
over time in the ﬁrst two years of life, demonstrating the feasibility of
adding model parameters to address biological variation among humans either from genetics or from prior exposures that inﬂuence wholebody detoxiﬁcation rates. Priest’s results show that after a single injection approximately 5 % of the original aluminum remains in the
body of an adult a year after the dose but examined only aluminum
excreted in urine. Even assuming infants clear at the same rate as
adults, which is not based on any empirical evidence, it is reasonable to
expect that not only the dosage of vaccinations but how closely they are
spaced in time will impact the aluminum level for infants in the ﬁrst
two years of life given their low body weight.
Among the three schedules presented here, the CDC schedule exceeds the recommended dose limit for an infant (inferred from FDA
adult “safe” levels) as a result of the simultaneous administration of
multiple ACVs and insuﬃcient spacing of ACVs. The Vaccine Friendly
Plan schedule avoids this by suggesting only giving aluminum containing vaccinations one at a time and by choosing brands of vaccines
that are low in aluminum, thereby reducing the number of days an
individual’s body burden exceeds the PDL-based MSL. Using these same
brands in the CDC schedule prevents exceeding the recommended dose
limit for an adult. All the schedules exceed a weight-adjusted limit for a
median weight child but the percentage of days over the MSL is dramatically impacted by how retention is modeled, showing this to be an
important area for future work. Factors considered that could have a
large impact on total days over estimated limits include both how
subsequent injections aﬀect (if at all) clearing of aluminum already in
9
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unexpected deaths as ‘coincidence’. In reality, this reﬂects a serious
ﬂaw in the use of passive surveillance systems to monitor vaccine
safety, which routinely underreport adverse events by a factor of 100
misses to each report [41].

thought to be due to genetic intolerance of vaccine types of aluminum,
compared to those without any such issue, may be warranted. The effects of successive doses of aluminum on clearance rates would provide
data for model and model parameter tuning. Modeling of synergistic
toxicity with ﬂuoride ([31]; 30788699, [32], 19,284,184; van der Voet
[56]; 10,455,554) and with mercury ([33], 29,938,114; 26,774,584)
including thimerosal (29,895,363) could be illuminating and could
inform important life choices on the part of consumers of medical and
other products.
Aluminum toxicity from vaccines can be expected to be increased
from other exposures such as aluminum in food (formula;
[34];30,871,123) and aluminum used to buﬀer drinking water. Individual infants with incompletely closed intestinal barriers, or with
autoimmune gastric and intestinal lesions may be experiencing much
higher doses of aluminum than a pediatrician may be aware. Aluminum
has now been found in the brains of individuals who have died with
various diagnoses, including multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, Parkinson’s
disease, Alzheimer’s diseases and autism spectrum disorder ([35];
31,468,176). Whole-body aluminum toxicity is important because
aluminum aﬀects the brain, bones, parathyroid, spleen, kidneys ([36];
31,008,371), and, of course, the immune system. Of these compartments, brain clearance of aluminum is the slowest; in rats, aluminum
half-life was found to be 150 days, but clearance was expedited via
deferoxamine (aka desferoxamine; [37]). A study demonstrating that
the consumption of silica-rich mineral waters may also enhance the
release of aluminum from the brain is of interest ([15]; 22,976,072).
Careful supplementation with compounds from Chlorella and Spirulina
are essential to avoid the redistribution and resequestration of an existing aluminum body burden.
All analyses to date, including our own, use aluminum clearance
rate data from adults, which likely is an overly optimistic aluminum
clearance rate for neonates and infants. Most excretion of aluminum is
accomplished by ﬁltration of aluminum from the blood by the glomeruli of the kidney. Renal function in infants is not fully developed:
infants’ glomerular ﬁltration rate (GFR) is not fully online at birth and
increases from 10 to 20 mL/min/1.73 m2 during the ﬁrst day of life to
30–40 mL/min/1.73 m2 by 2 weeks of life (Sulemanji and Vakili [55];
24,331,094). In neonates, the GFR at birth is even worse (Sulemanji and
Vakili [55]; 24,331,094) and increases more slowly compared to infants
(3,761,090). While the kidney is structurally mature at 36 weeks, the
GFR does not reach adult levels until 2 years of age ([38,49];
8,006,805). Common emergent conditions in the NICU include respiratory distress syndrome, seizures, and arrhythmias and cardiac arrest. To maximize eﬃciency, infants in the NICU are often vaccinated
simultaneously with crash teams on stand-by. Studies in the 2000′s of
DTP vaccines showed an incredible 46 % cardiac event rate in infants in
the NICU following vaccination ([39]; 17,056,868). Hepatitis B vaccination studies in the 1990s ([40]; 10,591,306) are not relevant to
concerns over aluminum-induced adverse events because the HepB
vaccine did not contain aluminum oxyhydroxide (although it did contain ethylmercury); however, studies from passive surveillance systems
routinely oddly attribute the majority of deaths to coincidence. A Chinese study [58] (30,709,723) found 795 deaths, with > 95 % of them
occurring following Hepatitis B vaccination in children < 5 years old,
but the majority were attributed to “coincidence”. This is an odd conclusion, given that passive surveillance systems cannot attribute causality. Of the 795 deaths, 594 (74 %) were classiﬁed as ‘coincidental’
events, but SIDS was found to be a main cause of death in infants. SIDS,
a condition of otherwise unknown cause, is not considered an expected
adverse event. The studies from the 1990s in the US similarly attributed, without independent evidence, the majority of serious adverse
events from HepB vaccination to coincidence. Since passive surveillance systems cannot attribute causality, they also cannot rule out
causality, and thus attribution to coincidence seems opportunistic at
worst and optimistic at best. The authors of the Chinese study lauded
the ‘sensitivity’ of their passive surveillance system after ruling out

5. Translational signiﬁcance
A study of neonatal mice injected with aluminum oxyhydroxide
reported diminished social interest and abnormal social novelty compared to saline control mice ([42]; 29,221,615). Given our dosing calculations, and the reality of the diﬀerences between human adult, infant and neonatal kidney function, recent and repeated expressed
concern over aluminum detoxiﬁcation deﬁciency in neonates and infants from both the research and the medical community ([43];
24801228, [44]; 28,752,219; [45]; 29,721,353; [46]; 29,729,447;
Parker et al. [53] 2019; 30,466,934), FDA should have already been
acted upon by revisitation of the CDC schedule, and move immediately
to recommend use non-ACVs and non-aluminum-containing food and
water during these important stages of neurodevelopment. Given the
suite of limitations of available estimated clearance rates, our results
likely signiﬁcantly underestimate chronic toxicity, deﬁned by the
number of days over a period of time an individual has a body burden
of aluminum that exceeds the PDL. We cannot stress how important it is
that infants avoid aluminum from all sources, at all doses, due to the
realities of cumulative risk from cumulative exposure. Selecting brands
of vaccines that contain lower amounts of aluminum and avoiding the
combination vaccines that have the greatest amounts of aluminum
would be advisable for reducing toxicity. Recalling that aluminum adjuvants induce a Th2-biased immunological state, the use of other adjuvants known to induce both Th1- and Th2- reactions (e.g.,
[47];17,498,851) may prove to be medically beneﬁcial and economical
shift in the focus of developing safer vaccines. Requiring lower doses of
adjuvants, longer periods of immunoeﬃcacy, and safer vaccine schedules for vaccine approval by FDA so that neonates and infants have
lowered exposures to neurotoxic metals during development may be
more acceptable to an increasingly vaccine-risk aware public due to
lowered exposures to neurotoxic and immunotoxic metals during development.
The new measure, %alumTox, reﬂects a high degree of chronic
toxicity in the ﬁrst seven months of life under the CDC schedule, which
can be avoided by changes to the schedule, including use of non-ACVs.
These months are critically important to neurodevelopment and for the
development of the immune system. We strongly recommend that the
US FDA update their modus operandi to consider data from studies from
injected forms of aluminum in infant mice, and that the FDA establish
age-speciﬁc monthly limits of aluminum exposure in toto (all sources),
including 1 or more ACVs administered in the same month. In the absence of dose escalation studies in infant mice, we suggest they adopt
the PDL which considers body weight, and express exposure limits as
considering all sources, including 1 or more ACVs per month and
considering bodyweight. We are exploring the utility of designing a
simple web application via which individuals, parents, and their doctors can estimate the expected aluminum accumulation, including %
alumTox, under various schedules, so pediatricians and patients can
manage infant exposures considering all sources. Given the known synergistic toxicity of mercury and aluminum, our ﬁndings may merit
formal alerts on intentions for the simultaneous administration of thimerosal-containing vaccines and ACVs.
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